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2. Unit and External Ports 
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3. List of circuit boards 

NO. Part  NO. Part  

1 Display board (including software) 8 Indicator lamp Panel Assembly 

2 Main Board (including software) 9 Fan conversion Board 

3 Power Board 10 IR Assembly 

4 Key board 11 WIFI Board 

5 Right Eye Protection Board   

6 Left Eye Protection Board   

7 DMD Board   

4. Power board PIN list 

XP904 is the power board to the main board connection line 
XP902 is the power board to the display board connection line 
XP1 is the power terminal on the display board. 
XP902: 
(1) Pin 1, 3, 5, and 7 are the 12V power supply pins for the display board 
(2) Pins 9, 10, and 12 are the R, G, and B analog dimming pins (current 
adjustment pins) that the display board outputs to the power supply board, and 
the maximum is 5V. 
(3) Pins 11, 13, and 15 are the R, G, and B digital dimming pins that the display 
board outputs to the power supply board, and are square waves with a duty 
cycle. 
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5. Factory/Service OSD Menu and Adjustment 

5.1 How to enter the Factory Menu 

With user’s RC   
(1) Power TV on  

XP902 

XP1 

XP1 
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(2) Press button on the RC then call up “Menu” option.  

 
(3) Move and “ok “button on RC to select Setting-Sound-Speakers-Balance 

 
(4) On the Balance, input figure 1->9->6->9 in sequence on RC.  
Note: It is important to remember that the hand fingers can’t shield the RC 
emitter diode.  
(5) Call up a “M” on the left-top of TV, then press button again, the Factory 
menu appear then 
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(6) DC power off and DC power on the TV, which can exit Factory OSD.  

5.2 Factory OSD Menu 

Factory OSD menu list: if you want to learn more about TV, you’d better read it 
but would not adjust the value please. The Factory menu may be have 
difference for diverse market and customer. 

5.2.1 Factory Option 

 

5.2.2 Laser Options 
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5.2.3 Soft Version 

 

5.2.4 Write keys 
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Note: 
The Factory menu may be have difference for diverse marketand customer, 
above Factory menu only for reference. 
The factory menu data varies according to different sources. Incase changing 
the factory data by error, you can choose to “Clear all”, by which you can 
resume the default value. 

5.2.5 clean the EEPROM 

(1) Select the item “Option”--“Clear all” in Factory mode 
(2) Press button to clear the EEPROM data 
(3) Laser TV restarts automatically 

6. Software Upgrade Method 

Main software upgrade directly with USB 

6.1 TV in user mode 

The main software can be upgraded with USB disk.  

6.2 TV in factory mode 

TV is in factory mode, only AC power off TV and insert the USB disk, next AC 
power on, TV can identify automatically to update, till call up “USB Update” .  
Once choose another TV mode, must AC power off and power on the TV to reboot. 

Firgure-1: Loading data 
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Firgure-2: Checking data 

 
 

Firgure-3: Installing 
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Firgure-4: Software upgrade complete, TV automatically reboot. 
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7. Troubleshooting 

7.1 Warning indicator light 

Light Failure 

principle Fault determination 

Flash 1 

The NTC 

temperature 

exceeds the 

protection 

temperature 

(1) If there is a shield in the air outlet / inlet (the distance between 

the left and right sides of the main engine is 20CM) or the ambient 

temperature is too high (not higher than 35°), --- remove the shield 

/ reduce the ambient temperature 

(2) NTC failure/poor plug-in --- shutdown cooling (25 degrees), the 

measurement value is about 10K, then NTC has no problem, such 

as the resistance value is too large or too small (obvious open 

circuit or short circuit), NTC is bad, replace NTC resistance. 

Flash 2 
The fan speed is 

slow or stops 

spinning 

(1) A foreign object jams the fan, causing the fan speed to be 

abnormal or stop rotating --- cleaning 

(2) The fan is broken ---replace the fan 

(3) Poor fan transmission 

a. Fan directly connected to the display board --- replace the display 

board 

b. Poor replacement of the display board/fan adapter board --- 

optical engine fan 

Flash 3 DLP system 

failure 

(1) The FFC between the display board and the DMD board is 

poorly plugged/ failure--- reinserted/replaced FFC 

(2) DMD part is not installed in place/DMD failure/DMD board 

failure--- reassemble DMD/replace DMD/replace DMD board 

(3) The display board failure--- replace the display board 

Flash 4 
Communication 

failure from the 

display board to 

the TV board 

(1) Check whether there is a problem with the connection cable 

from the display board to the TV board--- reinsert/replace the cable 

(2) The display board failure ---replace the display board 

(3) The mainboard failure--- Replace the mainboard  

(4) If there are other boards (such as FRC, geometric correction, 

etc.) between the mainboard and the display board, all intermediate 

links may cause this problem and should be investigated 
The red 

led is on 
Eye protection 

sensor is not 

connected 
Check whether the eye protection plate is poorly plugged and re-

inserted 
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7.2 display board 

 

 

7.3 Special operating procedure 

7.3.1.EYE PROTECTION- Open by default, user can close 

a. Function:  
When a person approaches, a prompt box will pop up (countdown 5S). If the human is 

far away within 5 seconds, the prompt box will disappear and the light machine will not 

be turned off, otherwise the light machine will be turned off, and the light machine will 

be turned on automatically when the human body is far away; 

b. Screen prompt:  
In order to protect your eyes, do not look into the lens. This projector is shutting down 

in 5 seconds 

c. The path for turning off the eye protection function: 
Settings->system->console settings->Eye Protection 

d. Fault determination: 
If the Eye protection board failure, the eye protection function is not effective 
If the Eye protection board poor connection, the unit not hit, indicator flash 7 
times 
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7.3.2. Power Indicator 

Function: When turn on the Laser TV, the Power Indicator can be lighted. When 
the Laser TV is error, the Power Indicator flash to report the error. 

7.3.4 Automatic dust removal-users cannot close 

a. Function:  
The machine will automatically trigger the automatic dust removal function every 500 

hours of operation, and the fan of the whole machine will run at high speed for 3 

minutes. There is a prompt at the bottom of the screen during dust removal. 

b. Is it normal to watch the dust removal process→yes 
c. Does the subtitle disappear during the dust removal process →  not 

disappear, keeps prompting 
d. What happens when the dust removal ends → the subtitle prompt 

disappears directly after the dust removal ends 

7.3.5 Temperature reminder 

a. Function:  
When the ambient temperature reaches 42, the machine will automatically shut 
down. (The ambient temperature sensor is at the rear air inlet) 
b. Screen prompt:  
When power on again, it will prompt  “The previous shutdown was due to the high 

temperature of the laser TV, and it was automatically turned off for protection” 

c. Fault determination: 
If there is a warning of overheating, first check if there are any obstructions around the 

machine, which may cause poor heat dissipation. If so, remove obstructions. 

8. Cleaning and Maintenance 

(1) Keep dry, avoid long periods of inactivity.  

(2) When using the HDMI interface to connect or disconnect multimedia devices, be 

sure to do it after "turn off the TV". 

(3) Regular cleaning 

Host: Use air blower to clean the dust, not touch or wipe with your hands. For oil stains 

and fingerprints, wipe carefully with a microfiber cleaning cloth to avoid damage to the 

optical coating.  

Screen: Clean the screen with a brush or microfiber cleaning cloth. If there are dirt, 

fingerprints, etc. on the screen, you can try to wipe it with clean water with a dust-free 

cloth first, and if it can't be wiped off, you can try to wipe it gently with a dust-free cloth 

dipped in alcohol. 


